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Cell micropatterning is an interdisciplinary technology and has great potential
applications on many fields. First, it is a valuable approach towards fundamental
cell-biology studies. Second, it can be applied to the cell-based drug discovery and
selection on large scale. Third, it is an important tool for organizing cells on
transducers for cell-based sensing. The last one, the ability to produce patterns of cells
through precise surface engineering is the basic of tissue engineering. Also, it is the
basic to our group for further relative research on cells.
At present, there are many methods to fabricate cell micropattern. Such as
photolithography, soft-lithography (µCP and µFLP), ink-jet technology, stencil
assisted patterning, laser-guided writing with cells, electrode-assisted patterning and
so on. Each of the techniques has its own specific advantages and limitations. The
main purpose of this thesis is to develop a new method to fabricate cell micropattern
easily and quickly. The main work and results are summarized as follow:
1. Fabricated protein and cell micropattern by photolithography.
2. Modified PMMA surface with LiAlH4, then the surface can graft other
molecules. The process improves the modification ability and cell adhesion
of PMMA, which is proved by HeLa cells adhesion.
3. Denature the BSA by strong oxidizer— bromic water. It proved that nature
BSA can prevent non-specific absorption of cells, but denature one can’t.
4. Proposed a new method to fabricate cell micro-patterns by CO2 laser induced
BSA denaturized. The BSA modified on surface was denatured by CO2 laser
beam selectively, and then we can get nature/denature BSA micro-patterns
and get cell micropattern after cells adhesion on the surface 2.5 hours. We
can get complex cell micropattern quickly and easily and single cell pattern
in theoretic if the BSA was induced by excimer laser.
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